In this article, we propose Simulated Annealing (SA) heuristic to solve Unequal Area Dynamic Facility Layout Problem (FBS) with Flexible Bay Structure (UA-DFLPs with FBS). The UA-DFLP with FBS is the problem of determining the facilities dimension and their location coordinates with flexible bays formation in the layout for various periods of the planning horizon. The UA-DFLP with FBS is more constrained than general UA-DFLP and it is an NP-complete problem. The proposed SA is tested with the available UA-DFLPs instances in the literature. The proposed SA heuristic has given new best solution or the same solution for FBS based problems as compared with the best-known reported in the UA-DFLPs with FBS literature. The proposed SA heuristic is also tested on standard UA-DFLPs used in non-FBS approaches. The SA heuristic solution is not significantly different from the best solution reported in the literature for non-FBS approaches. Equal area DFLP instances are also solved with the proposed SA and the results obtained are promising with the solutions reported in the literature. Hence the results obtained indicate that the proposed SA for UA-DFLP with FBS is effective and versatile for both equal and unequal area dynamic facility layout problems. The computational efficiency of the proposed SA heuristic is very much competitive as compared to other meta-heuristics computational timings reported in the literature.
Introduction
In today's market, the companies are faced with variation in product demand. Also companies are under pressure of changing the product mix to increase their sales. The fluctuations in product demand and product mix in the modern markets create a different volume of material flow between facilities, in the various periods of the planning horizon. The variation in material flow in different periods of planning horizon necessitates the solution of Dynamic Facility Layout Problems (DFLP). The efficiency and effectiveness of the facilities planning depend on how the layout solutions respond to dynamic market environments and also how the solution resembles the shop floor situation. Efficient operation of a system can be achieved by optimal operational planning and well-designed layout plan. Therefore, the arrangement of facilities in the layout design solution invariably has a significant impact on the performance of a manufacturing or service system. Consequently, for the flexible manufacturing systems, there is a need of layout design methods which create the bays in the layout solution. The creation of bays in the layout plan helps in the design of proper aisle structure on the shop floor, which in turn facilitates easy movement of material handling equipment on the shop floor. Hence, Konak et al. (2006) argued that the recent works on unequal area facility layout problems consider the Flexible Bay Structure (FBS) for the facility layout design. Tate and Smith (1995) published a key paper on FBS. In FBS, the plant floor is partitioned in one direction with bays of varying width and also each facility is assigned to a single bay. The bay width is flexible because the width of bay depends on the sum of the area of facilities within the bay. A sample of FBS representations for ten unequal area facilities is shown in Fig.  1 . Further, Mazinani et al. (2013) , for the first time, developed the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for UA-DFLPs with FBS and solved the model using GAMS software and Genetic Algorithm (GA).
Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is widely used in the literature to solve complex engineering problems. It is a global optimisation meta-heuristic. Unlike other meta-heuristics, SA is simple to implement, and it is sequential search algorithm. Hence it is computationally more efficient one. In this paper, SA algorithm is developed to solve the UA-DFLP with FBS and also the part handling factor is included in the Mazinani et al. (2013) MILP model of the UA-DFLP with FBS. The application of SA to UA-DFLP with FBS demonstrated the better performance compared to other meta-heuristic used in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives the review of literature and Section 3 discusses the MILP model of the UA-DFLP with FBS. Section 4 describes SA intuition, solution encoding, perturbation methods and SA flow chart. Section 5 gives numerical experiments, results and discussion. Section 6 presents the conclusions and scope for future work. 
Literature Review
The static facility layout design originated with Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) formulation was proposed by Koopmans and Beckmann (1957) . QAP considers the discrete space for assigning the equal area facilities (Kaviani et al., 2014; Rabbani et al., 2017) . Rosenblatt (1986) presented the dynamic version of QAP model for the first time. QAP is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) combinatorial optimization problem (Drira et al., 2007) . The dynamic environment QAP is still more complex than static QAP due to an introduction of periods in the dynamic QAP. Hence researchers use different meta-heuristic methods to solve equal area DFLPs (Conway & Venkataramanan, 1994; Balakrishnan & Cheng, 2000; Baykasoglu & Gindy, 2001; Balakrishnan et al., 2003; McKendall et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2011; Pourvaziri & Naderi, 2014; Bozorgi et al., 2015) . Pillai et al. (2011) and Forghani et al. (2013) used the robust approach to solve equal area DFLPs. Pillai et al. (2011) used the Chan et al.'s (2002) part handling factor concept in their robust QAP model and solved the resulted formulation with SA. All these mentioned researches have been carried out in the area of equal area discrete space DFLPs. Further, some researchers solved the static UA-FLPs in discrete space, but solving UA-FLPs in discrete space give an irregular shape of facilities in the solution (Armour & Buffa, 1963; Islier, 1998; Ku et al., 2011) . The limitations on the irregular shape of facilities, the improper arrangement of facilities on the shop floor and wastage of space by creating empty spaces between facilities are overcome by representing the facilities in continuous space.
A lot of works have been carried out on static continuous space unequal area facility layout problems but very few researches on continuous space UA-DFLP have been attempted in the literature. reported that the first formulation for UA-DFLP originally presented by Montreuil & Venkatadri (1991) . The design of UA-DFLP is concerned with placing of facilities on the continuous shop floor without overlapping and deciding their location coordinates and sizes for various periods of the planning horizon. The objective is the minimization of total material handling cost of the planning horizon by considering the trade-off between facilities rearrangement cost and material flow cost. Lacksonen (1997) presented an MILP model using two-stage solution method. In Stage 1, the model is solved with the consideration of equal area facilities and in this stage, the relative positions of the facilities are obtained. With the information from the first stage, the shape and size of facilities are varied in the second stage 2 to arrive at the better solution. Some researchers use fixed dimension facilities to solve the UA-DFLP in continuous space (Dunker et al., 2005; McKendall & Hakobyan, 2010; Derakhshan Asl & Wong 2017) . Fixing the dimension of facilities eliminates the non-linear area constraints in the UA-DFLP formulation, which in turn makes the model computationally tractable. However, fixed dimension facilities lead to poor space utilisation and unnecessary rearrangement of facilities in the planning horizon. Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) considered aspect ratio constraint for facilities to solve the unequal area cyclic facility layout problem. In this model, authors considered the north-east and south-west (i.e., diagonal) corners of the facilities to quantify the rearrangement costs. They assumed that at the end of planning horizon the diagonal corners of each facility are expected to be at their starting locations of the period one. None of the above-mentioned works on UA-DFLP has considered the FBS in the layout solution. Mazinani et al. (2013) for the first time developed the MILP model for UA-DFLPs with FBS and solved the model using GAMS software and GA. This model considers the shape constraint for the facilities instead of fixed dimension for facilities. In this formulation, area constraints are linear, and the facilities' dimension is decision variables. The limitation in the solution methodology (GA) of the Mazinani et al. (2013) is that it can only be used for given maximum number of bays as input data. Further, Abedzadeh et al. (2013) presented the multi-objective formulation for UA-DFLP with FBS and authors used the parallel variable neighbourhood search and fuzzy concept as a solution method. Simulated Annealing (SA) is another simple meta-heuristic used to solve combinatorial problems. Unlike other metaheuristics, SA is simple to implement, and it is sequential search algorithm hence it is computationally more efficient one. Application of SA is made for solving equal area static and dynamic facility layout problems (Whim & Ward, 1987; Baykasoglu & Gindy, 2001; McKendall Jr et al., 2006; Pillai et al., 2011) . Tam (1992) used SA for general type UA-FLPs but not for UA-DFLP with FBS. Recently, Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) used SA heuristic to solve unequal area cyclic facility layout problems, but it is not based on FBS. The research works (Kusiak & Heragu, 1987; Balakrishnan & Cheng, 1998; Singh & Sharma, 2006; Drira, et al., 2007; Moslemipour et al., 2012) give the detailed review of various types of facility layout problems and different heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches followed to solve the FLPs. To the best of our knowledge, no research work has observed in the literature, the application of SA algorithm to solve UA-DFLP with FBS.
An extensive literature review reveals that, FBS is one of the important layout representations that researchers focused for studying. In addition, the volatile market environment necessitates the consideration of UA-DFLPs. Since, UA-DFLP is the NP-Complete problem and therefore there is a need to develop better solution approaches to solve UA-DFLP with FBS. SA is a simple probabilistic search and computationally less intensive heuristic compared to other meta-heuristics. Hence, in this paper, the simulated annealing procedure is developed to solve UA-DFLP with FBS. The variation in the effort required to handle the product at various stages of production is also included in the UA-DFLP with FBS model of Mazinani et al. (2013) to compute actual flow matrices. Actual flow matrices are computed based on various periods' product demand and effort required for transportation of products.
MILP model of UA-DFLP with FBS
In this section, Mazinani et al.'s (2013) MILP model for UA-DFLP with FBS is presented for reference.
In this model, we consider the part handling factor as suggested by Chan et al. (2002) to calculate the realistic material flow between facilities. Even though the final product demand is unchanged, the best possible layout could be different if the part handling factor/effort data is inputted to the UA-DFLP with FBS model. Mazinani et al.'s (2013) MILP model with addition of part handling factor Eq. (30) is given below.
Inputs to the model:
 Number of periods in planning horizon.  Number of facilities.  Different period's product flow between facilities.  If material flow between facilities is not given then it is computed from number of products to be manufactured, the demand of products in various periods, operational sequence of products, and product-handling effort required at various operational stages.  Area and maximum aspect ratio of each facility.  Floor size and maximum number of bays allowed in the layout. 
In the above formulation, the objective function (1) consists of three terms, material handling costs, variable rearrangement costs and fixed rearrangement costs, respectively. Variable rearrangement costs and fixed rearrangement costs will be active only when there is a relocation of facilities takes place in subsequent periods to make trade off with the material handling costs of the first term. The objective function finds the facilities dimension and location coordinates while minimizing the planning horizon total cost.
The centre coordinates of facilities are defined by constraints (2-5). In these constraints, the absolute values expression
Similarly, each facility shifting distance from one period to next period is defined by constraints (6-9). In these constraints also, the absolute values expression
. The non-spreading of the facility to more than one bay is ensured by constraint (10). The width of each bay is computed using equation (11) based on the areas of the facilities assigned and the height of floor space. Constraint (12) ensures that width of each bay is within the maximum and minimum side length of facilities allocated in that bay. The facilities centre coordinates in x-axis direction are determined by constraints (13) and (14). Each facility is within the horizontal boundary (x-direction) of plant floor is ensured by constraints (11), (13) and (14). The facilities centre coordinates in y-axis direction are determined by constraints (15) to (22). These constraints also ensure that facilities do not overlap in the y-axis direction. Each facility is within the vertical boundary (ydirection) of plant floor is ensured by constraints (23). Constraints (24) to (29) ensure that the facility has the same value of length, width and center coordinates in any two sequential periods if facility is not relocated. The actual material flow volume between the facilities in the different periods of planning horizon are computed using equation (30), when the demand for the products with their part handling effort and the batch size are given. The non-negativity restriction on continuous decision variables is ensured by constraints (31) and constraint (32) puts the restriction on binary decision variables.
The simulated annealing algorithm for UA-DFLP with FBS
In this section, the working principle of SA, solution encoding, neighbourhood moves, SA parameters and SA flow chart are discussed. The simulated annealing algorithm was initially proposed by Kirkpatrik et al. (1983) for engineering optimization. SA is a global optimization meta-heuristic. Many metaheuristics like genetic algorithm, ants colony optimisation, particle swarm optimisation, artificial immune system, etc. are available in the literature for global optimization but all these are populationbased parallel search algorithms. The SA works based on probabilistic methods that avoid being stuck at local minima. It is proven to be a simple sequential search algorithm but robust method for problems which are computationally more complex. Its optimization principle comes from the annealing process in metallurgy. The concept is based on the manner in which liquids freeze or metals recrystallize in the process of annealing.
In SA, the neighborhood solution A' generated from a current solution A is not only accepted if A' is better, but it may also be get accepted if A' is worse than A. Worse solution is accepted with some acceptance probability. Boltzmann's law is used to determine this acceptance probability, It is given as P(accept)=exp (-Δ/(b × TS) ), where 'b' is Boltzmann's constant and 'TS' is the temperature at each iteration level according to cooling schedule. The 'TS' is between TS  Ti  TF. Where, 'TS' and 'TF' are initial and final temperatures respectively. Δ =z(A')-z(A). The acceptance of new solution is done with the Metropolis criteria which is a function of temperature (TS) of the system and difference in cost (Δ). That is, the lesser the increase in the 'Δ' value, more likely the neighbor solution is accepted, and the lower the value of 'TS', the less likely the neighbor solution is accepted.
Solution encoding scheme
The UA-DFLP with FBS solution is encoded as a two dimensional matrix. The rows of the matrix represent the periods in planning horizon and elements of each row represent the facilities names and bay break points. The number of columns in the matrix is equal to the number facilities plus maximum number of bays in the layout. Hence, the matrix contains the complete information regarding period of planning horizon, an identity of facilities, facilities order and the bay break points of the layout. The numbering of bays in each period is from left to right and the order of facilities within the bays is from bottom to top. If the number of bays is not given, then the maximum number of bays in each period can be equal to the number of facilities. Hence the highest number of bay breakpoints in each row (period) can be (N-1), where N is the number of facilities. Then the number of columns in the matrix is taken as (2N-1) . '0' element after one or more facility in each row (i.e., in each period) represents bay break point. If the maximum number of bays (M) is a given data, then the number of columns in the matrix is (N+M-1). The solution encoding scheme for 8-facilities with 3-period in planning horizon and consideration of maximum number of bays in the layout equal to the given number facilities is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a, b) show two sample solution encoded matrixes having the same layout configurations for eight facilities with three periods in the planning horizon. The layout configurations for these matrixes are shown in Fig. 3 . The number of rows in the matrix = P = 3, and number of columns in the matrix =2N-1 =2×8-1 =15. 
Neighbourhood move
In the proposed study, the transition from one configuration to another is made by selecting the period (row) randomly and then applying the three operations namely, insert, swap and reversion on the randomly selected period. The three operations are used randomly with the equal probability of selecting each operation. That is, a random number r is generated between 0 and 1, if the r is between 33 . 0 0   r insert operation is carried out and if the r is between 67 . 0 33 . 0   r swap operation is carried out and if the r is between 1 67 . 0   r reversion operation is carried out for neighbourhood configuration creation. After generating the neighbourhood solution using randomly selected operation, the algorithm checks the feasibility of solution; if the solution is infeasible then the randomly selected operation is repeated on the randomly selected period (row) until a feasible solution is obtained.
Insert operation
In this operation, two random numbers i and j between 1 and length of row (period) are generated. These random numbers indicate the positions of element in a randomly selected row (period). The insert operation removes the element in the position i of the row and then moves certain elements either leftward or rightward depending on values of i and j and then insert the removed element into the position j. If i <j, the element in the position i is removed and the elements from position i+1 to j are moved one position leftward, then the removed element is inserted into position j. If i > j, the element in position i is removed and the elements from position j to (i-1) are moved one position rightward, then the removed element is inserted into position j. Insert operation can change the number of bays in the layout or it can change the number of facilities within bays for the randomly selected period, hence it is a versatile operator. For randomly selected period-1 (row-1), the insert operation on the encoded matrix-1of the Fig. 2(a) is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4(a) , the insert operation creates a neighbourhood solution without a change in the number of bays, but it changed the number of facilities within each bay. In Fig. 4(b) , the insert operation merged the bays 2 & 3 and converted them into a single bay to form a neighbourhood solution. In Fig. 4(c) , the insert operation created a new bay in the neighbourhood solution by splitting the bay 1 into two new bays.
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Reversion operation
This operation reverses all the elements located from the position i to the position j. In this configuration change, the reverse operation sequentially removes the elements from positions i to j in current solution and places these elements sequentially into positions j to i in reverse manner to create neighbourhood solution. Application of reversion operation is shown in Figure 6 for randomly selected period-2.
Before reversion operation After reversion operation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 The three operations explained in Section 4.2 are used on the randomly selected period to move into the neighbourhood configuration from the current configuration. The operators are used randomly on the randomly selected period with the equal probability of selecting each operator.  Starting temperature (Ts): The starting temperature must be hot enough to accept almost all the configuration changes at the start of SA (else we are in danger of implementing hill climbing). At the same time, it must not be so hot that, a random search must not take longer period of time.
In the proposed SA, starting temperature is computed based on assumption that 95% of the configuration changes are accepted at the start of the SA. This configuration change acceptance probability is denoted as (Pc) which is equal to 0.95. 
 Epoch length (L):
Generally, constant number of iterations at each temperature is decided. An alternative is to dynamically change the number of iterations as the algorithm progresses. In the present study, the feasible configuration changes at each temperature level is computed with formula; L= a×N 2 , where 'a' is a constant multiplier and N is the number of facilities. The value of 'a' is set to 1.  Final temperature (TF): Generally, the temperature decreased until it reaches zero, but this can make the algorithm run for a longer period. Therefore, different stopping criteria are used in the literature to calculate the termination temperature of SA. These are: (i) after a certain number of iterations have been executed, (ii) reach to a defined level of objective function value, (iii) reach to a given final temperature, (iv)no improvement in objective function value for a defined number of iterations, and (v) probability of accepting a worse configuration change. In the proposed SA heuristic, termination temperature is decided by the probability of accepting worse configuration change (Pf) at the termination of SA. The probability of accepting a worse solution at the termination of SA should be very low. In the present study, it is taken as Pf =1×10 -15
. When the values of Pc, γ and Pf are known then the total number of temperature decreasing cycles (C) can be found using the expression as given in Baykasoglu and Gindy (2001) . The expression is: γ = (log (Pc)/log (Pf) 1/ (C)
; and the terminating temperature is computed using the expression, TF=Ts(γ) C ;  Configuration change acceptance criteria: The configuration changes acceptance or rejection is decided by Metropolis criterion. This criterion has two cases: i. The configuration changes are accepted without any condition if there is an improvement in the objective function value compared with current configuration objective function value. ii. If the configuration change does not improve the objective function value, then the change is accepted by computing the probability of accepting the worst solution using expression: exp (-Δ/Ti), where Δ is the difference in the configuration changed objective function value and current configuration objective function value and Ti is the temperature at iteration i. In the proposed study, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated, if the generated random number value is less than the value of exp (-Δ/Ti) then the configuration change is accepted otherwise it is rejected.
The pseudo code of the proposed SA algorithm for UA-DFLP with FBS
Step 1. Parameters setting:
1.a. Set acceptance probability of initial configuration changes (Pc); Probability of accepting a worse solution at termination (Pf); Epoch length (L); Cooling rate (γ); 1.b. Compute the starting temperature (Ts) for the given (Pc) and set this as Ti; 1.c. Compute termination temperature TF for the given Pc, Pf, and γ;
Step 2. Generating the initial solution:
2.a. Generate feasible solution randomly and set this as initial solution Sinitial; 2.b. Compute the Planning Horizon Cost (PHC) (i.e., objective function value) of Sinitial and set this as initial planning horizon cost (PHCinitial); 2.c. Set the initial solution as current solution i.e., Scurrent = Sinitial, and initial PHC as current PHC, i.e., PHCcurrent= PHCinitial; 2.d. Also, set the initial solution as best solution i.e., Rbest = Rinitial and initial PHC as best PHC, i.e., PHCbest = PHCinitial;
Step 3. Step 4. Report the best solution and best PHC and Stop.
Numerical experiments and analysis of computational results
Problems from the literature are used in numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance of the proposed model. The experiments are carried out on dynamic environment equal and unequal area facility layout problem instances taken from the literature. These problems are used to test the performance of the proposed SA heuristic for UA-DFLP with FBS. The proposed SA algorithm is coded in MATLAB 2015. All the experiments are conducted on 64-bit PC with Windows 8.1Pro operating system having 3.2 GHz Intel(R) core(TM) i5-4570 CPU and 8GB RAM. Table 1 gives the list of unequal area dynamic facility layout problems studied in literature either using fixed dimension for facilities or simply aspect ratio constraint or flexible bay structure with aspect ratio constraint. Hence all these problems are taken as good benchmark problems for present study. Note that 'N' is the number of facilities, α is the maximum aspect ratio constraint, ' min S ' is the minimum side length constraint, 'W' is the plant length in the x-direction and 'H' is the plant length in the y-direction. Table 1 also gives the source information of the problems for detailed data reference. First time, Mazinani et al. (2013) introduced four problems for UA-DFLPs with FBS and named them asFBS-DFLP-1, FBS-DFLP-2, FBS-DFLP-3 and FBS-DFLP-4. Problem FBS-DFLP-1 is 4-facility with 3-period, FBS-DFLP-2 is 5-facilty with 2-period, FBS-DFLP-3 is 8-facility with 6-period and FBS-DFLP-4 is 12-facility with 4-period in the planning horizon.
Proposed SA heuristic for unequal area DFLPs data set
Two UA-DFLP instances P6 and P12 are taken from Yang and Peters (1998) and these two problems are studied widely in the literature for UA-DFLPs and not for UA-DFLPs with FBS. P6 is a 6-facility problem with 6-period and P12 is a 12-facility problem with 4-period. These problems have fixed dimension for the facilities. These two problems were also used by Dunker et al. (2005) , Mckendall & Hakobyan (2010) and Derakhshan Asl and Wong (2017) to test the performance of their solution approaches. Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) used P6 and P12 problems in their study by relaxing the assumption of fixed dimensions of facilities and used common maximum aspect ratio as two but their solution approach is not for the flexible bay structure arrangement. Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) gave the P15 problem for the UA-DFLPs literature which has 15-facility with 3-period in the planning horizon. Test problems DFLP-12-3, DFLP-12-5 and DFLP-20-3 are from Lacksonen (1997) . Problems DFLP-12-3 and DFLP-12-5 have 12-facility with 3 and 5 periods in the planning horizon respectively and DFLP-20-3 has 20-facility with 3 periods in the planning horizon. In these test problems, area of a few facilities changes from period to period in the planning horizon due to induction of new facility and removing the old one. In the present study, P6, P12, P15, DFLP-12-3, DFLP-12-5 and DFLP-20-3are solved with common maximum aspect ratio of two (α= 2) as considered in the literature. In the encoded matrix the number of columns (each row length) in the matrix is taken as (2N-1) for solving all the problems, since the maximum number bays (M) in the layout can be at the most equal to the number of facilities (N). For all data set the number of iterations (epoch length) at each temperature level is taken as N 2 . Table 2 shows the 20-run statistical results of all unequal area dynamic facility layout test problems solved using proposed SA algorithm. Table 2 contains best, worst, average of Planning Horizon Cost (PHC) values found, and also it contains minimum, maximum and average CPU timings of SA algorithm. In Table 2 , the variability of solution values in the 20 random replications of the SA algorithm for various test problem cases is very small. This can be observed from the very close values of average and best PHC and also, the percentage difference between the best and worst PHCs is almost zero for some of the problems. The computational efficiency of the SA algorithm is also better, as the average computational timing reported for various test case problems are very small, and also the maximum timing reported here is not very high in 20replications.Hence, the proposed SA heuristic method to UA-DFLPs with FBS layout formation is robust one. Mazinani et al. (2013) have solved the problems FBS-DFLP-1, FBS-DFLP-2, FBS-DFLP-3 and FBS-DFLP-4 for given maximum numbers of bays (M). In the present study also, these problems are solved for given maximum numbers of bays (M) by taking maximum number of columns in the matrix as N+M-1. The proposed SA heuristic 20-run best solution in encoded form for different size problems are given in Table 3 and Table 4 . The proposed SA heuristic can identify the optimum number bays in the layout for the given data set. In Table 3 it can be noticed that for Mozanani et al.' (2013) FBS-DFLPs, the planning horizon cost for a given problem size is better when the heuristic itself decides the optimum number of bays in the layout by taking maximum number bays (M) as number of facilities (N), instead of giving the maximum number of bays as input data. The difference in number of optimum bays obtained from the SA heuristic by taking maximum number bays (M) equal to the number of facilities(N) can be noticed in the Table 3 for various size FBS-DFLP problems of Mazinani et al. (2013) . For example, FBS-DFLP-1 has 4 bays in all 3 periods for the case of maximum number bays (M = N) equal to the number of facilities. Whereas for the case of given maximum numbers of bays (M =3), SA heuristic obtained the 3 bays for period 1 & 2, and 2 bays for period 3.
Results and discussion of unequal area DFLPs data set

Table 3
Best solution found by the proposed SA heuristic for the Mazinani et al. (2013) FBS based test problems Problem Name Periods Best Solution Problem Name Periods Best Solution
FBS-DFLP-4, (M = 5) 1 11|4|9-12-10-3-8|5-6-1-2|7 2 8|2-4-6|5-7|1|3 2 11|8-9-5-2|12-6-3-10-1|7|4 3 8|2-4-6|5-7|1|3 3 11|1-8-9-3-2|6-12-10-5|7|4 4 8|2-7-6|5-4|1|3 4 11|7|6-10-12-1-2|3-8-9-5|4 5 8|2-7-6|5-4|1|3 6 8|2-7-6|5-4|1|3 Table 4 Best solution found by the proposed SA heuristic for the non-FBS based test problems Problem Name Periods Best Solution Problem Name Periods Best Solution P6 1 2|1-6-5|3-4 P15 1 12-13-6-14-1|15-2-5-3|10-7-11-9-8-4 2 2|1-6-5|3-4 2 10-6-9-1-14|7-12-2-5-13|15-11-8-3-4 3 2|6-5-1|3-4 3 10-6-9-1-13|7-12-5-2-14|15-11-4-8-3 4 2|6-5-1|3-4 DFLP-12-3 1 9-2-7|3-1-6-8|12-10-4|5-11 5 2|6-5-1|3-4 2 7-4|10-6-2-8|12-1-3-9|5-11 6 2|6-5-1|3-4 3 8-3-6-10|9-4-2-1-12|11-5-7 P12 1 7-2|12-1-11|3-9|10-6-4|8-5 DFLP-12-5 1 7-9|4-11-10|2-5-8-12|1-6-3 2 11-7|9-10-1|12-4-6|3-2|8-5 2 6-3-9|4-11-10-12|2-5-8|1-7 3 11-7|3-5|4-1-12|8-10-6|9-2 3 6-7|4-9-5|12-3-10-11-2|8-1 4 10-7|3-5|4-1-12|11-6-9|8-2 4 6-4-3|5-11-10-12|2-9-8|7-1 5 3-6-1|10-9-11-5|12-4-2|8-7
DFLP-20-3 1 5-15-9|17-14-19-1-8|7-16-13-12|6-4-18-20-10|3-11-2 2 8-2-11|12-1-18-20-3|10-19-16-15|13-4-6-7-14|5-9-17 3 11-8-2|20-3-12-10|15-16-18-1-19|14-17-6-4-13|7-9-5
Performance comparison of the proposed SA heuristic for UA-DFLPs with FBS for Mazinani et al. (2013) FBS cases
In this section, effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed SA heuristic is tested with Mazinani et al. (2013) FBS cases. These authors used the GA for solving UA-DFLPs based on FBS. The comparison of planning horizon cost and CPU timings of proposed SA heuristic with GA of Mazinani et al. (2013) are given in Table 5 . The proposed SA heuristic method outperformed for all the cases of FBS-DFLPs, when the heuristic itself determines the optimum number of bays in the layout by taking maximum number bays (M) as number of facilities (N), instead of giving the maximum number of bays as input data. Mazinani et al. (2013) have solved FBS-DFLPs for given maximum numbers of bays. In this case also, the proposed SA heuristic has improved the solution value. For the problems FBS-DFLP-1 and FBS-DFLP-2, the proposed SA heuristic PHC value is the same as GA of Mazinani et al. (2013) . This may be due to the fact that the problem size is small (problem sizes are only 4-facility and 5-facility) and the solution value may be the optimal for this size problems. For big size problems (for 8-facility and 12-facility problems) the proposed SA heuristic has improved the solution value, i.e., for problems FBS-DFLP-3 and FBS-DFLP-4, solution value is improved by+1.97% and +5.09%, respectively. The best solution obtained by the proposed SA heuristic for these data set are given in Table 3 in encoded form.
Table 5
Comparison of planning horizon cost and CPU timing of the proposed SA heuristic for DFLP with FBS based test problems A comparison on the computational time of the proposed algorithm with respect to the other approaches reported in the literature gives an idea about the computation efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Mazinani et al. (2013) tested the GA on core 2 duo processor (2.2 GHz), 4GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system. The CPU timings of the proposed SA heuristic are superior to GA of Mazinani et al. (2013) . Especially for big size problems the computational time is exponentially decreased. But they are not directly comparable due to the difference in basic hardware used for testing. The generated solution and CPU timing indicate that the proposed SA heuristic is more effective and efficient for UA-DFLP with FBS. Also, the best layouts found for 
Performance comparison of the proposed SA heuristic for UA-DFLPs based on FBS with other non-FBS approaches to UA-DFLPs
In this section, the comparison of proposed SA heuristic method is made with various approaches used in the literature to solve UA-DFLPs which are not based on FBS. Lacksonen (1997) uses pre-processing and branch and bound strategy to solve aspect ratio constraint problems DFLP-12-3, DFLP-12-5 and DFLP-20-3. Researchers (Dunker et al., 2005; McKendall & Hakobyan, 2010; Derakhshan Asl & Wong 2017 ) used various meta-heuristics like combined GA and dynamic programming, boundary search and tabu search heuristics, and particle swarm optimization to solve fixed shape facilities problem of P6 and P12. Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) apply large scale simulated annealing algorithm as solution methodology to solve P6, P12, P15, DFLP-12-3, DFLP-12-5 and DFLP-20-3 problems with aspect ratio constraint for the facilities and without FBS in layout. Table 6 gives the comparison of PHC of proposed FBS based SA heuristic with other meta-heuristics used for solving UA-DFLPs without bays formation in the layout. The best solution obtained by the proposed SA heuristic for these data set are given in Table  4 in encoded form. When the proposed SA heuristic approach to UA-DFLPs with FBS is compared with the non-FBS based approaches, results are not far from earlier best known results reported in the literature, even though FBS representation is more constrained than non-FBS approaches. % Imp=100 × (best PHC for non-FBS-proposed SAPHC for FBS) /minimum of (best PHC for non-FBS, proposed SA PHC for FBS)
Proposed SA heuristic computational effort discussions
In this section, computational efficiency of the proposed FBS based SA heuristic is compared with various meta-heuristic algorithms used by earlier researchers to solve the UA-DFLPs without FBS. The hardware used for the proposed SA heuristic algorithm is Windows PC with Intel(R) core(TM) i5-4570, 3.2GHz, 8GB RAM. The pre-processing and branch and bound strategy of Lacksonen (1997) is tested on Sun SparcStation 2 with a Weitek board and 64Mb RAM. The GA and dynamic programming of Dunker et al. (2005) is tested on Pentium IV 1.5 GHz PC, and boundary search and tabu search heuristics of McKendall and Hakobyan (2010) is tested on Pentium IV 3.6 GHz PC. The PSO of Derakhshan Asl and Wong (2015) executed the heuristic using Intel Core i3-2320M with 2.10 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. The SA of Kulturel- Konak and Konak (2015) used the Mac OS X computer with a 2.4GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. Table 7 gives the proposed approach CPU time along with the CPU time of the other approaches. Although the CPU timings are not directly comparable due to different hardware and software used by various researchers for the testing their algorithms, generally the proposed SA heuristic average CPU timings are superior (very less) to all previous approaches average CPU timings for various size test problems. In summary, the computational performance of proposed SA heuristic for UA-DFLP with FBS is superior to other meta-heuristic approaches to UA-DFLPs. 
Proposed SA heuristic for equal area DFLPs data set
In the literature, equal area-DFLPs are studied with discrete space dynamic QAP model. These equal area DFLPs are used in the proposed continuous space SA heuristic, since the discrete space equal area DFLPs are the specific case of continuous space UA-DFLP with FBS when area and aspect ratio of all facilities are set to one. Summary of data sets for equal area dynamic facility layout problems is given in Table 8 . Problem R6 is 6-equal area facility problem and is taken from Rosenblat (1986). Problem CV9 is from Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) which is 9-equal area facility problem. Problem Y9 is also 9-equal area facility problem and it is from Yaman et al. (1993) . All 9-facility data sets use discrete 3×3 location grid for locating the facilities. Chan et al. (2002) provided the part handling factor data.
Table 8
Summary of equal area dynamic facility layout problem data sets C9-S1 1 7-4-1|8-6-2|9-5-3 2 6-5|4-3|2-1 2 7-4-1|8-6-2|9-5-3 3 6-3|4-5|2-1 3 7-4-1|8-6-2|9-5-3 4 4-3|6-5|2-1 4 7-4-1|8-6-2|9-5-3 5 4-3|1-5|2-6 5 7-4-1|8-6-2|9-5-3 CV9 1 1-9-8|5-2-3|6-4-7
C9-S1-part 1 7-1-4|9-3-5|8-2-6 2 6-9-8|5-3-1|4-2-7 2 9-5-3|8-6-2|7-4-1 3 6-9-3|5-4-1|8-2-7 3 9-5-3|8-6-2|7-4-1 4 6-4-8|5-3-1|7-2-9 4 9-5-3|8-6-2|7-4-1 5 9-4-5|6-3-1|7-2-8 5 3-2-8|5-4-7|9-6-1
4-2-1|6-7-5|9-8-3 2 4-1-7|6-2-8|5-3-9 3 4-2-1|6-7-5|9-8-3 3 1-4-7|2-6-8|3-5-9 4 4-2-1|6-7-5|9-8-3 4 1-4-7|2-6-8|3-5-9 5 4-2-1|6-7-5|9-8-3 5 2-1-7|6-4-8|3-5-9 Y9-part 1 7-2-4|5-8-6|1-3-9
C9-S2-part 1 4-1-7|6-5-9|2-3-8 2 7-2-4|5-8-6|1-3-9 2 1-4-6|7-5-2|8-3-9 3 7-2-4|5-8-6|1-3-9 3 7-1-8|6-4-2|9-5-3 4 7-2-4|5-8-6|1-3-9 4 7-1-8|6-4-2|9-5-3 5 7-2-4|5-8-6|1-3-9 5 7-1-8|6-4-2|9-5-3 Table 9 shows the 20-run statistical results of all equal area dynamic facility layout test problems solved using proposed SA heuristic. In Table 9 , the variability of solution values in the 20 random replications of the SA heuristic for test cases is small. This can be observed from the very close average and best PHC values. The computational efficiency of the SA algorithm is also better, as the average computational timing reported for various test case problems are very small. Hence, the proposed SA heuristic method to solve equal area DFLPs is robust one. Also, the best solution found by the proposed SA heuristic for equal area DFLP data set are shown in Table 10 .
Results and discussion of equal area DFLPs data set
Performance comparison of equal area dynamic facility layout problems data set
In this section, the performance of proposed SA heuristic for the continuous space DFLP with FBS is compared with other approaches used to solve discrete space equal area DFLPs. Researchers used exact and various heuristic methods to solve discrete space equal area DFLP (Rosenblat, 1986; Yaman et al., 1993; Conway and Venkataramanan, 1994; Chan et al., 2004) . Mazinani et al. (2013) used the GA to solve equal area DFLPs in continuous space. Table 11 gives proposed SA heuristic solution value comparison with the other approaches solution values reported in the literature. The results of problems Y9, Y9-part, C9-S1, C9-S1-part, C9-S2 and C9-S2-part indicate that the arrangement of facilities in the layout and the associated material handling cost get changed when DFLPs are solved with and without consideration of part handling factor. Hence, the consideration of part handling factor has the impact on the arrangement of facilities in the layout solution. The difference in solution (i.e., change in layout configuration) can be noticed from Table 10 , which contains the best solution with and without consideration of part handling factor in encoded form. For R6, CV9 and C9-S1 problems, the proposed SA heuristic has given almost the same solution values compared with the best solution values reported in the literature. The proposed SA heuristic method has improved the solution value for Y9 and Y9-part problems as compared with the best known solution value in literature (i.e., +6.35% and +1.69% respectively). For C9-S1-part, C9-S2 and C9-S2-part problems, the proposed SA heuristic method has given the little inferior PHC than the best solution reported in the literature. In general, the performance of proposed SA heuristic to equal area DFLPs is better. % Imp =100 × (best known PHC value -proposed SA heuristic PHC value) divided by minimum of (best known PHC value, proposed SA heuristic PHC value)
Conclusions
In this paper, SA heuristic method for UA-DFLP with FBS has been proposed. The concept of part handling factor has included in the continuous space MILP model of Mazinani et al. (2013) to compute the actual flow volume between facilities in different periods of the planning horizon. The effectiveness and efficiency of SA heuristic have been tested with wide range of dynamic unequal area and equal area facility layout problems available in the literature. The proposed SA algorithm has given the better or the same solution for FBS based test problems as compared with the best-known reported in the literature. The CPU timings of the proposed SA algorithm are superior to the other meta-heuristic in the literature. The proposed SA heuristic procedure is highly efficient to solve UA-DFLP with FBS. The standard UADFLPs available in the non-FBS literature have been tested with the proposed SA heuristic. The SA heuristic solution is not significantly different from the best solution reported in the literature for non-FBS approaches. The proposed SA heuristic to UA-DFLPs creates the bays in layout, while other approaches reported in the literature used to solve standard UA-DFLPs does not create bays in the layout. The result of proposed SA heuristic to continuous space MILP model is almost the same as the result of other heuristics used for discrete space dynamic QAP model. Hence, the proposed SA heuristic method is a universal method as it can solve both unequal area and equal area dynamic environment facility layout problems with flexible bays in the layout. Future research work can be in the direction of considering multi-objectives in the SA heuristic method to UA-DFLP with FBS so that the intervention of decision maker requirements can be incorporated. In the present study, only feasible configuration changes are considered in the SA heuristic, in future study both feasible and infeasible configurations changes can be explored by including penalty objective function in the SA heuristic.
